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"Crush German Militarism First, Then Quit Fighting," say the Allies,
ull
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TRANSFER OF MEXICAN TROOPS COLORADO
says that the battle between
An official statement Issued
Indications that the allies
sure
with
continues
rivers
Meuse
the Oise and
to cut through
are falling back. It Is declared that the French attempt
at Berlin

IRISH HOME RULE MEASURE
GIVEN APPROVAL OF ENGLISH MONARCH

4.

German administration of Louvain,
sttting that though from a fifth to. a
sixth part of the city is in ruins, most
of the public buildings have been reserved, including the city hall, regarding which there has been much
discussion. The dispatches say that
the damage to St. Peter's cathedral
was such that the building can be restored easily, and the art works were
protected by German soldiers.
The German officers did everything
possible to check the fire. Many of
the residents are returning and some
of the shops have been
Trains are being operated on the railway between Louvain and Brussels.
The courts of justice have resumed
their sessions in Louvain.
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Washington, Sept.
Wilson sees little prospect of peace In
Europe reflected In the official exchanges which American ambassadors
have been conducting with Great Britain, Germany, France and Russia.
This was learned touny at the White
House.' Until something more tangible and more definite in the way
of overtures comes from the belligerents, the president feels that his hands
are virtually tied.
To undertake to elicit terms from
Gieat Britain, France and Russia, as
Germany suggested, would place the
president in a delicate position, in
view of what Sir Edward Grey has
told Ambassador Pase. The British
fotelgn secretary recently took the position that the war had been forced
on Great Britain; that the neutrality
of Belgium had beew disregarded and
that it would be necessary to crush
German militarism before the allies
could feel safe ap;nint new "attacks
and before a treaty of peace could be
worth a "scrap of paper."
The president, it is understood,
feels that in view of the neutral po
sition of the American government it
would be unwise to press either side
to make overtures to the other. He
hopes, however, that as the war progresses, one side or the other will
make known Its terms in some form,
so that the American government may
act.
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"An advance to close quarters will,
hewever, convince the enemy that all
his firing does not prevent his opponent from coming to grips with him, and
PAIN
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tiien danger presents itself to him in
a threatening aspect If, then, a de
Dr. James' Headache Powders Relieve termined rush is made from the last
at Once 10 Cents a
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htlt, the enemy already shaken will,
as a general rule, consider himself
Nerve-rackinsplitting or dull, defeated and give way.
throbbing headaches, yield in just a
The ever irresistible strength of a
WORK IN NEIGH- few momenta to Dr. James' Headache
DEVELOPMENT
bayonet charge lies in the conviction
BORING STATE IS PROGRESPowders which cost only 10 cents a forced upon the adversary that a body
SING RAPIDLY
package at anj. drug store. It's the of men, which possesses the energy
quickest, surest headache relief in the to force its way through a deadly
Washington, Sept. 18 Teias, the whole world. Don't suffer! Relieve shower of projectiles, will. If neces
largest of all the states In area and the agony and distress mow! You sary, certainly display the requisite
fifth in the number of Inhabitants, ran
Minions or men iwi wuiuou
to finish him off with, cold
ranks nineteenth hi the value of its have found that headache or neural energy
steel if the awaits its approach. The
mineral production, according to a re- gia misery Is needltss. Get what you
shuddering fear of death drives him
port made public today by the United ask for.
to
fight,"
of
Slates geological survey. In each
must not be considered that a bay
It
advanced
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the last
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charge is made over long distanc
two numbers in the rank of mineral
armies open an engage
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because
producing states. In the percentage
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that
at
range. Troops move for
of its increase ta 1913 over 1912 Texas
rushes In alternate
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by
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was exceeded by only one. other
unit protecting the
each
resting
units,
its northern neighbor, Oklahoma
one
rifle fire. When
with
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adwhich, on account or the sharp
line has reached
the
advancing
show.
In
of
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the price
petroleum,
pcint from 40 to 400 yards in front of
ed a gain In value of mineral prod
the defense position (what von der
while
Texas
ucts of nearly 50 per cent,
calls the last position), bayonets
Grit
showed an Increase in value of 3S.9
and the final rush is made.
fixed
are
to
1912
cent from $22,797,015 in
and machine gun fire may be
Artillery
$;I1,6G6,910 in 1913.
THE BAYONET 13 NOT THE OB directed on the defense even until the
In Oklahoma the increase in 1913
SOLETE WEAPON THE LAY
attackers are within a few yards of
was due to the advance in the price
MIND SUPPOSES
their object
of one substance; In Texas increases
Even military men came to the be
the
all
were made in the output of
The bullet is a fool; but the bayonet lief that the bayonet was obsolete
contributed
which
materially
products
Suwarrow
shortly after the Spanish-America- n
to the total value, but especially, as Is wise.
still
of
laurel
hangs on war. It was of small importance In
The
victory
In Oklahoma, in the production of
e
the point of the bayonet.
that struggle. But the
petroleum. Texas ranks second In the
German
a
Meckel,
strategist
error.
bcttles
It
them
their
taught
the
in
third
production of asphalt and
took "cold steel" to win the fields of
Since the
production of Quicksilver.
The most remarkable revelation, to Manchuria, and as loug as men retain
In
tfenfcjatonal strike In Beaumont
tht
lay mind, in the present war, has their present human qualities, "cold
1901, petroleum has had first place In
been
the importance of the bayonet in steel" always will be necessary.
and
of
the state,
the mineral products
In consequence of the necessity of
Texas sow ranks fourth among all deciding battles. It was not a surprise
Intiemploying the bayonet to reap the
the states in the quantity of all pe- to military men, however. Their
troleum produced and seventh with mate study of warfare has taught them full effect of previous fire action, conmodern Inventions, siderable attention is now paid in all
respect to the value or the product. that, despite all
is
steel"
"cold
necessary ia the armies to making the soldiers profiyet
from
increased
The production
barrels, valued at $8,852,713, final issue of any struggle between cient in its use.
Certain prescribed drills are taught
in 1912, to 15.099.47S barrels, valued armed men.
The use of such trite expressions as him to accustom him to the use of
at $14,675,593, in 1913. The possibilities for oil development are widely sweeping the field with lead" and the bayonet Those are augmented by
scattered over Texas, and the chances hail of bullets" has given the public bayonet fencing and instruction in
for further extension are therefore ex an exaggerated Idea of high power what parts of the body a man may
rifles, machine and automatic guns, be placed hors de combat the quickest
cellent
Second in Importance among the and rapid fire artillery. A picture of way by a bayonet thrust.
To the lay mind the use of th bay
mineral products of Texas, reckoned a battle field so torn by shells that
by the value of output, is coal, includ- no living thing could cross it Is quite onet may Beem savagery, and the
course of instruction as to its eming lignite or brown coal, the com- easily conjured. Yet, despite the
and power of modern im- ployment somewhat brutal; but rn the
bined production of which amounted
in 1913 to 2.429,144 short tons, valued plements of war, such expressions and ultimate it is no more barbarous than
at $4,2SS,920, against 2.188.C12 short pictures are much overdrawn.
any other form of killing. It only
tons, valued at- $3,655,744, in 1912.
True, if armies fought as they did emphasizes the personal equation.
Texas is the only state In the union not many years ago, In solid ranks at
Bayoet tactics are all executed with
that produces considerable quantities close range, gunfire might wipe out the position of "guard'' as a base.
of both bituminous coal and true lig- - entire armies. But tactics have chang From that stand the soldier is ready
Tflfe. br brown coat
ed as warlike Implements have Im to defend or attack, whichever may
The only other mineral products of proved. Troops go into action now be necessary. Broadly speaking, he
Texas which, contribute as much as while several miles distant, while in has three areas of defense low, cen-te- i
i,OOO,000 to the total value are as the Austro-Prussiawar of 1806 400
and high from the knee to the
phalt, cement, clay and natural gas. yards was considered the extreme
belt, belt to the neck, and the head.
The manufacture of Portland cement
to note here From each of these same areas an
renge. It is
in Texas is an industry barely five that in the significant
battles of that war one attack may be given toward
any of
years old at the end of 1913. The man was struck for
every five bullets the three areas of an opponent, alvalue of the cement produced In Texas
It Is now a common army though an attack from "high" usually
In 1913 was $2,663,003, an increase of expended.
that "it takes a man's is delivered to "high," and so on.
expression
over $600,000, from $2,062,124 in 1912.
in bullets to kill him." A
weight
In the thCMst a soldier is taught to
Raw materials for the manufacture of
French authority has said that it may twist his rifle when it is
slung forcement are abundantly distributed be
expected that 20,000 rounds must ward. Without the twist a successful
throughout the state.' The present op- be fired to disable one
enemy.
thrust might cause the bayonet to
erations are confined to four plants,
Considering the foregoing facts stick in a bone. Then, before the
two near Dallas and one each at San
makes it easier to understand that the bayonet could be
withdrawn, the enAntonio and El Paso.
is the final issue. The bay- emy might deliver a counter
The only mineral products of any bayonet
thrust,
onet's use is more psychological than or finish off his
opponent with a pisimportance whioh did not show am increase in value in 1913 over 1912 physical. It does more toward inspir- tol shot or other means. "The twist"
were gypsum and salt. The decrease ing terror In an enemy's troops than in as a drill sergeant once remarked to
in the salt production was due to the depleting his ranks. However, in case a recruit, "busts his blamed bone, and
of a bayonet attack, if the attacked lets
your sticker come back for anparty has the courage to meet the other poke."
charge, a high rate of casualties will
As only the point of bayonet is
Mastery
Regain
result The bayonet, by itself, could sharp, its use Is
mostly in the thrust.
Oyer Blood Trouble isnever win a modem battle. Its use Some soldiers, however, keep an edge
only practical after the enemy has bock an Inch from the point on either
been subjected to a long and demo side of the blade. With that
edge an
No Matter How Disheartening ralizing fire. The bayonet follows to
irritating wound can often be deliverYou Can Overcome
reap the full effect of the fire contest ed on the recovery from an unsucIn "The Nation in Arms," von der cessful thrust.
Goltz says:
By the same method, when a thrust
"The rifle causes losses in the en- at the belt, is parried, out and down,
emy's ranks, and the bayonet the an effort can be made to cut the tenclose approach of man to man aug- dons back of the knee or
heel as the
ments the impression caused by the rifle is
brought back to "guard."
former by adding terror to it. Both
must go hand in hand; for the object
A dramatic version of Earl Derr
is not so much the annihilation of the
Biggers' new novel "Love Insurance,"
Blood disorders sre qnlckly checked by enemy's fighting men as the subjec- has been made by A. E. Thomas.
It tion of their courage.
B. 8. 8., the famous blood purlller.
rushes Into tbe blood and In three min"The victory is won as soon as the
circulation.
utes has traversed the entire
It penetrates to where the blood Is made. conviction is brought home to the adIt wanhes out those spots and places versary that he has
lost the day. This
where stagnation has settled. It cleanses
the membranes, drives Irritation from conviction he will never gain In
spite
the Joints, fills the blood stream with
.antidotal Influence and from head to foot or all the vehemence of the rain of
blood
creates conditions that make for
bullets, as long as the combatants re
health. There are people In every comOF
main
at the same respectful distance."
be
true.
know
to
this
who
They
munity
have used S. 8. 8. for severe forms of
That philosophy has been upheld in
rheumatism, for Indolent, ulcerated spots,
for eruptive skin diseases, for any and the present war. Last Saturday a dis:ill those bodily conditions caused by patch from Paris
said that "the mablood loaded with Impurities.
Being a
pure product of Kature It can not hurt jority of the Germans who are being
the stomach and has therefore been the
into the city are suffering
refuse of a host of people misguided in brought
their dilemma by first flying to those from bayonet wounds." Voa der Goltz ASSOCIATED PRESS CORRESPONDwhich have cantlnues.
drugs
dangerous mercurial
If the
claimed so many unfortunates.
ENT REPORTS ON BELIn
If bolls or
a
rkin breaks out

TEXAS PRODUCES

STOP

Sill

HEADACHE

E. Rosemvald &

52nd Anniversary Sale

Son

E. Rosemvald & Son

MORE MINERAL
YEARLY

COLD STiEEL IS

Saturday Ends Our
52nd Anniversary Sale
5 in, Tafkto Ribbon 19c yd,

Sale of Children's Hats $1.03
An assortment of "CHIC" school hats for children, made of plush,
corduroy, bear skin, and felt, trimmed with ribbons or feathers. The

Saturday for $1.03

FACTOR

Beautiful hew Evening Dresses $10,98

Russo-Japanes-

n

the

It

DENIES STORIES
TEUTONIC

SAVAGERY

rash.
ctber eruptions appear. If there are blood destruction
by fire of the salt
risings or any- - other indications of Impure blood get a bottle of 8. 8. 8. at making establishment
ncc of any druggist.
But beware of
Other mineral products of the state
substitutes. If In doubt as to your trouble or yon wish competent medical ad- are limestone, granite, copper, gems,
vice free, wrlle to the medical depart- a small amount
of gold, iron ore, lead,
ment. The Swift Specific Co., 58 Fwlft
1a.
This department is lime, mineral waters, quicksilver, gaud
Bids., Atlanta,
known far and wide as one of the preat-- t and
gravel, eand-limbrick, silver,
But don't
of helps to blood sufferers.
delay to get a bottle of 8. 8. 8. today. sulphur and sine.

GIAN CAMPAIGN
New York,

Sept

18.

An Associat-

ed Press staff correspondent of American birth and antecedents, who was
sent from the New York office and
was caught In Brussels at the time
of the German invasion, held a a

19c yd.
Saturday for
15c Children's School

regular price Is f 1.25 to $1.50.

THE DECIDING

ir

taffeta ribbonB all silk, solid colors. This ribbon we always
sell at 23c a yard, and the range of colors is very good.

5 in.

Just an even

dozen of these beautiful new dresses, marked to sell for

Made of chiffon and

$15.00

suit everyone
WHILE

Grocery
Assortment

In dainty new models.

netj.

Colors to

blue, pink, nile green, lavender, yellow and white.

THEY

LAST TOMORROW

Children's
Fall Coats

THE LOT FOR

06,00
$4.18

New fall dresses made of wool

A large assortment of children's
coats In all colors, regular price
$4.50 to $10.00.
SATURDAY FOR ONLY

20 lbs. Potatoes.
10 lbs. Pure Lard.
6 cans Tomatoes.

$10.98.

$7,50 Wool
Dresses

$3,98

.50 lbs. II. S. Patent Flour,
20 lbs. Sugar.
7 bars Ivory Soap.

crepe, with vestee, collar and
cuffs of white satin. Long tunic
of wool crepe. Colors, dark
red, brown, blue, and black.

$3.98

4. 18

1

lb. Can good Talcum

Powder 9c

$1.67

$2.26 Blankets

Good Heavy Cotton

Blankets 68x84 in white,
Tan or Gray.

We have just unloaded a car of these
adage, " word to the wise, etc."

potatoes, you Know

$1,25 yd, wide Mcssaline

oia

89 C

Tomorrow will be your last opportunity to buy this silk at this re
markable price. We have thirteen different shades for you to choose
from.

FREE "MOVIE" TICKETS TOMORROW

12'2c Outing Flannel 9c yd.
Dark and light colors, stand
ard quality. Bay all you wiBh.

Tomorrow with every $1.00 purchase (excepting groceries) we
a ticket to the Vegas or Photoplay Theater. Ask for
'
your complimentary ticket when you make your purchase.

9c yd

will give you

Beads,

9c

100 lbs Fancy Colorado Potatoes $1.35
me

New

Hair Ornaments,
Hair Pins,
Belts and Sashes,
Ear Ornaments,

Hose

Bar Pins, etc.

Listed here are only a very few of the Bargains you will find here tomorrow
Jacquard Petticoats 98c
Petticoats are silk and cotton
mixed, in all the popular shades.
$1.50

$2.50 Silk Petticoats $1.48
Petticoats to be worn with the
new fall skirts. All colors.

Established

act, sufficiently flagrant to demand shell and trampled by horses and men
punishment, or to awaken protest, and the memory of the German advance vivid in the minds of the incame 10 my aueuuon.
habitants. I interviewed an average
"The frightful reports that had pre of 20
persons in each of a dozen
ceded the German army into Brussels
towns, and found only one instance
included the disemboweling of old of a
who had been killmen, and the impaling of children on ed without
provocation. In
justifiable
lances, just outside of Lou vain. In- this case the evidence did not
clearly
vestigation not only failed to
prove that the man had been wan
these rumors, but could not
murdered.
even discover any one In the Im- tonly
"The town oj Merbes le Chateau,
mediate vicinity who credited them.
which had been the scene of an unim"I marched for days with the Ger- portant skirmish between! the German columns, often, only one day be- mans and English, was riddled with
hind the fighting, with the houses rifle shots. The small number of winthat bad been burned still smoulder- dows Intanct showed that the Gering, the ground freshly broken by mans had made a deliberate assault
upon the residents of the town, But
the inhabitants themselves admitted
that all of the shooting had' been done
..a C0RA8,
by a comparatively small number of
Germans and that the firing had not
been begun until English soldiers,
who had concealed themselves in the
houses, had fired first upon the Germans.
"Buissiere, particularly the lower
part of the city, had been virtually destroyed by a cross fire from French
and German artillery. The whole city
lay in Bmoking ruins. But here, two
days after the battle, women and children were moving comfortably about

prisoner for several days and finally
escaped to Holland, has sent by mail
the following story of his experiences:
"The night before the Germans entered Brussels, when the Belgian civil
guards and refugees began pouring
into the city from the direction of
Louavin, they brought stories of unspeakable German atrocities, maltreatment of old men and children
and the violation of women.
"The Belgian capital reeled with apWithin an hour the
prehension.
gaiety, the vivacity aad brilliancy of
the city went out like a broken arc
light The historic Belgian city went
through a state of morbid consternation remarkably like that from which
It suffered on June 18, 1815, when it
trembled with the fear of a French
victory at Waterloo.
"In less than twenty-fou- r
hours the
Belgian citizens were chatting com
fortably with the German invaders
and the allegation of German brutality
and demoniacal torture dissolved into
one of the myths which have accom
panied all wa- "Neither in Brussels, nor in its en
virons was a single offensive act, so
far as I know, committed by a German soldier. In a city of more than
500,000 people, invaded by a hostile
army of perhaps 250,000 soldiers, no

7

ffci
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I

SERVIAN

SoutLiSidcPkia

1862

ARMY ENCAMPMENT AT USKAB

the town and not a single complaint
was uttered against German conduct
"The town of
is
a small village about five miles south,
of Bulssere, where a French and German conflict waged steadily for two
days, August 2324, the French line
after making sporadic stands, being
forced back steadily over the French
border until the movement became a
re

flight
"Into this town 130 French killed
and more than 100 wounded were
brought in a single day. Augusto
Blariaux, burgomaster, said that he
knew of no cases of German cruelties
save distant rumors which he had
learned to discredit. It ought to be
said to the credit of the Belgians that
they have not allowed their bitterness-towarthe Germans to carry them
Into Unfair recrimination.
"Robert J. Thompson, American consul at Aachen, visited Liege during and
after the capture of the forts. It is
the opinion of Mr. Thompson that no
outrage was committed during the
several days' fighting there.
''The history of the absolute destruction of the historic city of Lou-vaiwith its cathedral and its university, is by this time well known.
The German version of this is that the
inhabitants under the direction of the
burgomaster' established themselves In
the church, where they also Installed
a machine gunl. They proceeded to
greet the Germans with a deadly fire.
"The most authoritative German denial of German offenses comes from
Major General Thaddeus Von Jarotz-Etmilitary governor of Brussels,
who informed me that in numerous
cases he had been received with a
pretense of friendliness by Belgian
civilians, who later fired upon
soldiers front windows and
the roof tilts. This was
between
frpm
done, he said, after a declaration of
surrender by the burgomaster and a
proclamation warning the citizens
against any show of resistance.
"In such violations of the rules of
war, the general said, he punished the.
offenders by burning the houses from
which the 6hots were fired."
n,

y,
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that is the Soul of Advertising, as
THE asBrevity
of Wit, prompts us to make today's ad-

vertisement short and sweet. You will appreciate the
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SUITS AN D OVERCOATS
17

Tou will think she Is an angel, of
course.
At her best, she Is; that Is, as near
like one as mortals can be.
But don't let that scare you; for,
after ail, she's human. She will need
three meals a day; a surprising lot of
clothes', much affection, more forbearance and your constant steadying.
She won't always look or talk like,
an angel. Sometimes she will seem
a fright, and act the par$,
f hen, young fellow, is when. If you
are wise, you w ill get right down out
of the clouds, cease to worship, and
with a smile on your face, take her
into your strong arms, put a kiss
where nature Intended it, and lay
down the law.
We say this, not in the least approving of mnsculine tyranny. There wilt
undoubtedly come times, very many of
'cm, when she. to balance the account,
will also lay down the law. You'll
obey without a word. If you're wise.
The point is, do it smilingly, and
with a kiss.
It all depends on how you lay the
law down whether you are a tyrant or
not. If you do as we say, we'll guarantee that, nine times In ten, she'll like
you the better for It; and if, the
tenth time, she gets or stays huffy,
well, that ought to be a good enough
score for one who Isn't an angel lu
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S2.00, S3.00 AND &4.00

FAMOUS
FOR MEN

TPHE newest English Walking" Shoes for
ii Fall can be found at our store.

IP.
Li tsD
CORRECT GARMENTS FOR MEN

THIS STORE WILL BE OPEN EVENINGS FROM 7:30 TO 9:00 O'CLOCK, SEPT. 19 TO 39, FOR THE BENEFIT OF THOSE EMPLOYED DURING THE DAY

J

Evidently Thinks
Has Something to Say
About Married Life.

Who

H

fact

And now we want to state a bald
truth. In spite of eugenics, heredity
and all that sort of thing, your wife In
likely to be pretty much what you
make her. You can make her a slave,
a doll or a comrade.
Better try the latter. Pittsburgh
Dispatch.
IN

UNUSUAL

PLACE

New Owners Strike Pockets of Gold,
and It Is Said That More
Are in Sight

Set

The old Sugarman mine, at the head
of Portuguese gulch on Bald mountain, Is harvesting a big crop of gold
for Its owners, Charles Smith and Robert Watson. These expert pocket miners, some nine hundred feet underground, in the face of a tunnel, st.'a lead about a month ago v'aich
vlnced them that they were In close
proximity to a pocket.
For two weeks they followed the
lead, the small stream, of gold gradually growing larger, until a few days
ago a blast sent a shower of gold- shotted rock all over the drift. Presumably the heart of the pocket had
been reached and the ounces of the
precious metal gathered up soon grew
Into pounds and from hundreds to
thousands of dollars In value, and still
the ribbons of gold Interlace the ore
in place, and the end is not yet.
The Sugarman mine is among the
more Important of the Bald mountain
section. It was located early in tho
fifties, and worked to shallow depth
by Peruvians with great success. Lllco
many of the claims of that day, which
subsequently became famous produc
ers, the Sugarman was abandoned,
and remained unclaimed and
for several years. In 1SC3 it
was relocated, and for more than forty years held in ownership by the late
John Neale and for many years opFor quite a period
erated by him.
during the latter years of his life,
Neale leased the property to Smith
and Watson, receiving a royalty of
20 per cent of the gross production.
A few years since Smith and Watson
purchased the mine. Sonora (Cal.)
Dispatch to San Francisco Chronicle.

In the center of the lobby of a hotel
at Worcester,
newly constructed
Mass., a large electrlcaly illuminated,,
clock Is emhedded In tha flnnr Tho
clock is covered with a plate-glasface one inch thick and two feet In
dimeter. The nu: '.orals and minute
i..ar'.cs are etched in by
the under side of the glass, which
Is held in place by strong bronze
rings. The face of the clock Is lighted by electric lamps, and in the
evenings its luminous countenance
forms the most striking feature lu tha
hotel.
' The clock Is a
Its
hands are driven by a
and
train set
in a recess in the floor. This recess
Is formed by a metal box 10
inches
deep, which Is painted white inside.
Eight Inches below each numeral nn
the glass face is a ten-watungsten
lamp placed horizontally.
The white
finish of the containing box reflects
the light from the 12 lamps
evenly
through the dial.
A small motor operated by three
at intervals of - five minutes
winds the spring of the clock. These
cells, it Is estimated, will suffice for
the working of the clock for one year
before a new battery must be installed. Thus, costs of maintenance
are little, while the satisfaction which
the timepiece brings to the idle lobby
lounger who may watch the minutes
flying at his feet Is large.

Influence of our agricultural colleges
and partly of numerous
agencies, a new set of ideals is being
created with regard to country life,
asserts a writer in the Atlantic. The
nation as a whole, in fact, is making
of rural life. With the
a
coming of dear lands, city people have
awakened to a new interest in country affairs and a new respect for
country Inhabitants. There is before
us in the United States the opportunity to develop perhaps the finest type
of rural civilization that the world has
ever known. The ownership of land in
past ages has always been most honor
able, but the working of It has been
regarded generally as degrading. The
actual farmers, equipped with their
poor, pitiable instruments, and con
demned to unceasing and dishearten
ing toil, have been slaves, serfs,
heathen, pagans, boors, peasants. But
today the use of macMnery and new
facilities for communication make it
possible for the same individual to be
a tiller of the soil and a gentleman.

9?

Know

MINE CLOCK

Day of the Gentleman Farmer.
As a result partly of the widening

HIGH TIME YOU OWNED A SMART NEW FALL HAT
are showing so many fine Hats for Fall that we know you're missing a
real pleasure by failing to see them. We're not exaggerating one bit
when we say the displays are limitless they are that. There's a style
proportion for every face and a price proportion' for every income. It's a well balanced showing throughout.
,

RICHES

-

PRICES ARE MODERATE

za?7

Senator Simmons of North Carolina
BPrved one term In the house of representatives, away back in 1886, and
This Is
was defeated for
why: Simmons had secured a post
office for James City, a solid black
town, trot an appropriation for a public building at Newbern, across the
river, and an appropriation for a road
to the national cemetery near by. A
negro was nominated against Simmons, but early In the campaign Simmons went to James City and had a
big meeting. All the colored brethren

-

for Fall and Winter. They are .
'in style and
made for service. Every suit and overcoat included in our Fall
display, has been as carefully selected as though it were for our
personal wardrobes. We have the finest line ever shown in
Las Vegas. Come in and see if this is not so.

.

Writer

FIND
ABLER-ROCHEST- ER

ADVICE FOR THE BRIDEGROOM

Influence Wu All Right, But Colored
Man Showed How There Might
Be Too Much of tt.

were for him. Simmons' opponent
Bald nothing during the campaign.
He didn't make a peep until the
Then he
night before election.
held a meeting, and this is what he
said: "Mr. Simmons is all right He
has 'nulT influence at Washington. One
mawnin' he went up to the White
House and he says: 'Mawnin', Mlstah
Cleveland.' 'Mawnin'. Mistah Simmons.' 'Mistah Cleveland, I want
$75,000 for a post office over at James
City.' 'Go right over to the treasury
and git it, Mistuh Simmons.' Pretty
soon he goes up and says: 'Mlstah
Cleveland, I want 120,000 for the road
to the national cemetery in my town.'
'Go right over to the treasury and git
it, Mlstah Simmons.' He's got plenty
of Influence, plenty, but lemme tell
you niggers they's such a things as
too much influence. Some day Mistuh
Simmons will go up to the White
House and say: 'Mawnin', Boss Cleveland.' 'Mawnin', Mistuh Simmons.'
'Mistuh Cleveland, I want all them
niggers down in my district put back
In slavery,' and he'll do It, and then
where'U you niggers be, I ask you?"
That settled It.

-
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COULD EE OVEROONF

the Floor of Hotel at Worcester, Mass., It Has Excited
Much Comment

In
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Dredge as a Life Saver.
Anson Itabuck, fourteen years
old, fell into the Susquehanna river
at Klines Grove, Pa., the other day
he did not reappear and men and
boys grappled and dived for the body.
Three hundred feet down stream a
coal dredge was working, and in a few
minutes the digging machine threw
the little fellow up on the screen, apparently dead.
His frantic mother, who lives close
to the stream, urged that they try to
save the boy, and a half dozen men
took turns under her directions, at
using "first aid to the injured meth
ods." After a half hour's work the
boy showed signs of life and by eve
ning was able to eat his supper.
Doctors said that it was one of tha
rarest cases of resuscitation that they
ever heard of.
WThen

.

Actress Starts Sandal Craze.
Mile. Provost, the

well-know-

actress

of the Comedle Ftancaise. has started
a new fashion in footwear by aDDear- lng In Parisian salons and in the cor
ridors of the theaters with her feet
bare but for sandals.
When asked whether the latest
craze would lead to a crisis in the
boot trade, Mile. Provost smiled and
replied: "I do not think so; my bootmaker furnishes less material, but I
do not Bee any reduction In the price
Hygiene In Schools.
The work of supervising the health charged.
of school children began about four"Further, my sandals are fastened
teen years ago, at which time only with ribbons ornamented with emer
eight American cities had any plan alds and turquoise. I do not think tha
for protecting the health of school jewelers either will have any cause
children. Ten years later it was re- for complaint."
ported that over 400 American cities
had organized health work in schools.
Guarding Against Sunburn.
To prevent sunburn entirely on a
Today probably 100 cities have corps
of school nurses. As far back as two tender skin is almost Impossible. But
years ago it was reported that 4S it can be greatly lessened by using a
American cities were employing staffs cream on the face before going out
of school dentists, and it to probable in the strong sunlight Cover the fac
that many other cities have undertak- and neck (if the neck is to be exen the same work within the time posed) with a cream, rub it in for a
few momenta, then wipe it all off, but
elapsed since that report
not too thoroufihly, then use a good
Its Effect
face powder. When you return, us
"What a touching story that poor the cream and powder again, If your
face should become chapped, bade it
young man told."
"Yes; touched me for ten dollars.' with very tot water.
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WILL CONSULT STATE

WHAT CONSTITUTES
AN

at the armory, given last

night by the Maroona In an endeavor
to recoup the finances of the ball club
after the season's play, was a decided
success so far as pleasure to those
The
who attened was concerned.
crowd, however, was small, and the
managers, instead of meeting the def
icit in the treasury, find themselves
further in debt than ever. Some of
the patrons? seeing how things were
going, dug down in their pockets and
contributed a substantial amount to
ward expenses.
It is really to be regretted tbat
more did not avail themselves of the
opportunity to spend an enjoyable
evening, as all that the boys could
have done for the success of the affair had been attended to, and provision had been made for the pleasure
of as large an attendance as the building could have accommodated.
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ENOINEEHN BRIDGE

ASHY CORPS?

HE WILL

FROM A THIS AND OTHER INTERESTING
AFFAIR IS ENJOYABLE
BUT
SOCIAC STANDPOINT,
QUESTIONS ANSWERED
IN DETAIL
FAILS TO MAKE MONEY

The dance
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BE ASKED

THE

WHEN

STRUCTURE AT WATROUS
WILL BE FINISHED
County Engineer Oeorge E. Morrison, J. V. Jenkins, of the Missouri

If you are at all Interested In reading the war news and wish to discuss
the events of the struggle Intelligently with your friends, you will need to
be informed regarding the military organizations of the various nations engaged in battle. Herri is all the
dope." LSetter paste 11 up wuere yuu
can find It for reference:
England
Corps Two divisions with a brigade
of cavalry; total 40,000 combatants, 1C2

Bridge company, which holds
the contracts for building five bridges
in this section of New Mexico, and
County Commissioner F. M. Hughes
of Mora county, left Las Vegas today
for Santa Fe to consult with the state
engineer's office in the matter of the
Wat-roubridge over the Sapello river at
work on whica la being Jiela up
by State Engineer French, who i& of
the belief that the specifications do
not allow sufficient waterway for uie
river's possible high water during)
flood times.
After the contract was let and the
work undertaken, the state engineer
concluded that the span of the bridge
was not long e.nough, and ordered the
work stopped until some adjustment
could be made that would provide
better leeway for storm waters. It
is felt by all concerned that something should be done in the matter at
as early a time as possible, as the
bridge forms a part o the ocean to
ocean highway, and any delay at this
time may seriously handicap the open
ing of the famous road on the scheduled date.

Valley

s,

guns.
Division

Three brigades of 4 battalions (8 companies) each, 4 field artillery rigades (1 howitzer), 1 heavy
battery, 1 ammunition column, 2 companies engineers, 1 company signal
troops; 1 squadron eavalry, 1 aeroplane squadron, 1 divisional train, 3
field ambulances. Total 598 officers,
18,075 other ranks, 0,161 horses, 76
guns.

See this space in tomorrow's issue.

TAUPERT'S
JEWELER

OPTICIAN
NEW MEXICO.

AND

LAS VEGAS,

MARKETS
KANSAS

CITY

LIVE

STOCK

Kansas City, September 18. Hogs,
receipts 3,000. Market steady. Bulk
$S508.75; heavy $8.08.80; packers and butchers $S.5.",8.80! lights

officers, 995
Battalion Twenty-ninother ranks, In 8 companies. (English
$3.45S.75; pigs $73.
LUSK CHANGES JOBS
battalion corresponds to regiment In
(Caen in Advance for Mail
announcement
Cattle, receipts 1,500. Market steady.
apThe following
1'nted States and other- armies.)
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bcut next Thursday evening.
BASEBALL TODAY
Lewis J. Bauer, wife and son, for
American League
merly of Shoemaker and Las Vegas,
New York at Chicaao.
but now residing In Philadelphia, are
in this city for a few days, renewing
Boston at Cleveland.
old acquaintances, en route to the
at St Louis.
Washington
Mrs. F. W. Haskell, whose sudden
Grand Canyon.
at Detroit.
Philadelphia
rewas
reported
attack of appendlctls
Manuel
of
Madrid,
superintendent
cently, Is said to be improving as ra- schools of Mora
National League
county, Is In the city
pidly as the severity of the acute disat
a
for
Brooklyn.
few
Chicago
ty
days.
ease will permit. Mrs. Haskell said
St. Louis at Boston.
at
Earl
a
former
student
Murphy,
this morning that the attending physiCincinnati at New York.
the New Mexico Normal University,
cian expresses the greatest optimism
left last night for Quincy, 111., where
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia.
at her condition.
he will enter a business college.
Watson Webb of Kansas City, who
Federal League
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
has been in Silver City for some time of the New Mexico Normal University,
Chicago at Pittsburgh.
recuperating his health, stopped over left on train No. 1 today for AlbuSt. Louis at Buffalo.
In Las Vegas yesterday to visit friends
Indianapolis at Brooklyn.
querque .where he will attend the seson his way home.
Kansas City at Baltimore.
sions of the conference of the MethodJohn McNIerney of Rocladais in the .is church now meeting here
Western League
Miss Amelia Turner left on train
city for a short stay.
Des Moines at Denver.
C. C. Lewis, a cattleman of Wagon No. 1 today to visit friends in
St. Joseph at Lincoln,
Mound, is in the city on business.
H. E. Anderson, a Santa Fe engiTopeka at Omaha.
Sioux City at Wichita.
NEW CERTIFICATE GRANTED
neer, his wife and little daughter, left
Sauta Fe, Sept 18. The departfor Albuquerque today for a brief va"tff ment of education today Issued first
cation,
H. M. Farwood of Albuquerque 13 grado teachers' certificates on grades
YESTERDAY'S
RESULTS
In Las Vegas on a brief business trip. to Mary A. Stephens of East Vaughn, r
Mrs. W. T. Pendleton of Chapelle Hazel wykoff of Iola, Miss Eula
Is in the city on a brief shopping trip. Street of Tucumcari, Mattie Doss
Mrs. A. E. Norey of Chapelle Is reg- Ilightower of Portales, Agnes Horn
Amerrcan League
of Tucumcari, Edna Willis of Espa-noJistered at one of the city's hotels.
R. II. E.
At Philadelphia
Rosalie With of Albuquerque, Philadelphia
G. A. Pinkerton of Canon City, Colo.,
8 9 1
Clara Tanburg of Raton, Dora
t Detroit
" 7 1
Is in the city for a brief stay.
of Silver City, James Brown of
B. M. Jacks of Louisville, Ky., Is
und
ock
Peni
Batteries:
Plank,
Byried, Laura C. Allen of Fort Sum- Lapp; Dauss, Main and Bak-:rmaking a few business calls today.
J. B. Nail of Kansas City is in the ner, Vera Pearce of Carlsbad, Vida
McArthur of Texline, Lena S. Baker
At Chicago
R. H. E.
city for a short stay.
of
Silver
Van
Kirk
of
City,
7 32 1
New
Macey
Is
of
York
George Tray
regIndianapolis
Gladys Corbett of Mountalnair, Chicago
2 7 2
istered at one of the local hotels.
Mrs. M.F. Schmidt, an old resident James Groves of Santa Fe, Ada Louis
Batteries:
Warhop and Sweeney;
of Las Vegas, arrived 'yesterday from Coleman of Silver City, Charles W. Benz, Lathrop and Schalk.
Ocean Park, Calif., where she now re- FIsk of Moriarty, Margaret McGarvey
R. H. E.
At Cleveland
sides. Mrs. Schmidt will remain In of Trinidad, Colo., Mae Winn of Silver City, M. J. Garrett of Canutillo, Cleveland
1 6 5
tha city for some ttmo.
8 11 1
Leo Agress of New York Is stop- Pearl Muller of French, Sevie Aycock Boston
of Alamogordo, Miss Elsie M. Stem- Batteries:
Mitchell, Dillinger and
ping at one of the local hotels.
pie of Silver City, Vara Scarborough Bassler; Foster and Carrigam.
L. C. Hofmelster, son of F. H.
Second grade certificates
who formerly was In business of House.
At St Louis
R.H.E.
In Las Vegas and still has many to N. C. Padilla of Belen and Ethel
,
12 14 2
friends here, stopped over night here Cunningham of Cuates, and a third Washington .
2 6 2
In order to bid farewell to old acquain- grade certificate to Rennie Stump of St. Louis
Batteires: Bentley and Henry; Mittances. Mr. Hofmelster, whose home Mcintosh.
Is In Tucson,- Ariz., Is en route to
chell, James, Southern and Agnew.
Chicago, where he will enter the ChiNational League
VESSEL
cago University.
At Boston
R.1I. E.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Lee and Miss Ma7 0
1
St Louis
rian Raymond, of San Francisco, are
DROWNING 14 PERSONS Boston
1
5
9
among the latest tourist arrivals In
Batteries:
Robinson
and
Bailee,
the city.
Wingo; Rudolph and Whaling.
OHn Summerrill of
Phoenix, Ariz., ANOTHER SERIOUS ACCIDENT OCIs In the city for a brief
stay.
CURS IN THE ST.
At New York
R.H.E.
Jose Lucero arrived
RIVER
yesterday from
3
Cincinnati
Valmora and will participate In the
10 9 0
New York
preliminaries of the
s
Batteries:
Douglas, Yingling and
Quebec, Sept. 18.r The Black Dia
mond collier Ling rammed and sank Gonzales; Mathewson and Meyers.
the government steamer Montniagny
At Brooklyn
R, H. E.
early this morning during a fog a
2
5 11
mile below Crane island la the St. Chicago 1
8
1
Lawrence river. Fourteen persons, Brooklyn
and
Batteries:
Archer;
Vaughn
members of Montmagny's crew and
of families of two lighthouse keepers Reulbach and McCarty.
in the Montmagny lost their lives.
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
Second Officer La Chance of the
3
9 2
was among those who Pittsburgh
M'ontniagny
6 9 1
Philadelphia
perished. He died with two children
Batteries: Harmon, Councilman and
in his arms in a heroic buunsuccess-fu- l
For Fall and Winter should be
Jacobs, Mattison and Dooin.
Gibson;
attempt to recue them. Survivors
R. H. El
Second Game
were
tine
collier
steam
picked up by
ordered now.
0 6 1
Pittsburgh
Potana and taken to Grosse Isle. The
2
5 0
.
Philadelphia
We have a complete line of forwas
ordered
government boat Alice
Kantlehner
Batteries:
McQuillan,
to bring them from Grosse Isle to
and Coleman; Tincup' and Burns.
eign and domestic suitings, comQuebec.
The Montmagny was on her way
prising all the latest weaves, and
Federal League
from Quebec to the Gulf of St. Law
At
R.H.E
Pittsburgh
rence
N.
Belle
the
and
straits of
Isle,
at right prices.
6 13 1
F. She had aboard a cargo of coal Chicago
0
9
-- 2
Pittsburgh.
and provisions for wireless stations
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
Brennan
and
Wilson;
Batteries;
and signal service stations along the
Dickson, Walker and Berry.
receive special care.
'
coast
was
not
the
Although,
Montmagny
R. H. E.
At Baltimore
a passenger vessel she was utilized to
3 9 1
Baltimore
transport the families of the light2 6 0
Kansas
City
house keepers at Belle Isle and Flowand
Batteries:
Jacklltsch;
Qulnn
er island to their stations.
Stone, Oollup and Easterly.
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SOLDIERS CHEERED

ON THE WAY
FRENCHMEN
TO
WAR THOUGHT HE WAS AN
ENGLISHMAN

New York, Sept. 18. Chauncey M.
DePew, former United States senator
from New York, arrived from Liverpool today on the Baltic.
"I was in Geneva when the trouble
began," he said. "One morning I
wfnt to the bank and found I could
get no money. We got the last train
that left Switzerland for three weeks.

"Twenty minutes after crossing the
border Into France wo etopped at a
station. There was a sign there about
two feet square calling the troops for
The station agent said
mobilization.
the notice had been posted about 20
minutes. We picked up men joining
the colors on the way to Paris until
our train could hold no more.
"Whenever I Ft tick my head out Into
a corridor the soldiers would set up a
o!h er on seeing my sidewhiskers. They
me for an Englishman and
said in French: Long live the entente
cordial.
"We stayed in Paris a week and
We
were
then left for Boulogne.
obliged to crowd Into a coach as best
we could. I sat on the running board
all the way."
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Jefferson de Angel is and Eva DavAt Brooklyn
enport are appearing in vaudeville.
Indianapolis
Brooklyn -

R.H.EI
7 9
5 12

1
4

Whltehouse and Rarf-da- n
Seaton, Bluejacket and Land.

Batteries:
;

You Will Find
I'

'7Z

R. H. E.
At Buffalo
7 J 1
Buffalo . .
2 p 3
.
St. Louis l.Jti
and
Woodman
Batteries:
Schulz,
Lavigne; Groom, Cfaridall and Simon.

Western League
,
At Wichita
R.H.E.
1 4 2
Sioux City
0 7 1
Wichita
Batteries: White and Crisp; Hus-gin- a
and Jones.
:

'""

crystal

flUTTER

R. H.E.

At Denver

the best in all

SEASONS

Dea Moines

2

.
Denver Batteries:
Mogridge
Mitchell and Block.

0

and

6
3

1
0

Haley;

At Lincoln
R.H.E.
Lincoln - 7 9 1
6 3 4
.
St Joseph
Batteries:
Smith, Scoggina and
Blackburn; Vance and Schang.
'-

At Omaha
R.H.E.
2 7 0
Omaha
0 2 1
Topeka Batteries:
Crabb and Zabaugh;
Ridgeway, Dashner, Weidman and
j
Tonneman.

Three Points

DEPEli'S WHISKERS

NEW YORK BANKERS' COURTESY
MAY MAKE THIS PLAN
UNNECESSARY

Washington, Sept IS. Foreign exchange was discussed again today at
a conference between the federal reserve board, A. H. Wiggin, president
of the New York Clearing House association; James J. Forgan, chairman of
the recently appointed bankers' committee on foreign exchange, and Ben- jtimin Strong, Jr.
The Forgan committee raised the
$110,000,000
gold pool raised by na
tional banks in the United States to
meet the nation's European obligations
A syndicate of New York banks, however, has agreed to take care of $80,- 000,000 worth of the total, and
the
meeting today resuulted from a desire
of part of the members of the reserve
board to learn whether the bankers
now believed the formation of any gold
pool was secure. Some members of
the board have expressed the idea that
the pool need not be raised in view
of the action of the New York syndicate. Some New York bankers, however, are understood to take the atti
tude that American bankers must give
positive assurances of their ability
and willingness to meet all their obligations In gold, and that the pooling
arrangement is still necessary.

GERMAN ARTILLERY OF

SUPERIOR QUALITY

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.
1

& Trust Company
Peoples Bank
Capital and Surplus
$125,000.00

CENSORSHIP IS LEGAL
APPEAL FOR AID
WANT WAR ENDED
New York, Sept. 18. Madame
Washington, Sept. 18. Censorship
Washington,
Sept 18. President
.f wireless messages by the federal
wife of the Belgian minister Wilson today received an appeal from
vovernment Is legal, according to an of state, reached New York today women of all nations that he lead a
opinion by Attorney General Gregory, aboard the Celtic with an appeal to movement to end the European war.
received today. by Secretary Daniels. tho men and women of America for It was carried to the White House by
aid for the people of Belgium, whose Mrs. Bosika Schwimmer of Hungary,
BIG POWDER EXPLOSION
hemes have been laid waste by war. secretary of the International WomPresident
an's Suffrage alliance.
Elizabeth, N. J., Sept. 18. The city
of Elizabeth was shaken this afterWilson also was required py a deleINVESTIGATION
ORDERED
noon by an explosion of gun cotton at
Memphis, Tenn., Sept, 18. The gation representing the general con-- ,
the- plant of the Wright Chemical
death of C. A. Stetson, a salesman, ference of friends to initiate plans
for the calling of a meeting of the
at Springfield, five miles away. today brought the death toll as a
Five buildings at the plant were blown
of the grade crossing accident in nations for the formation of a world
up. The ruins caught fire. Several which an Illinois Central freight train parliament for settlement of the war.
workmen were killed.
crashed into a street car last night,
to 12. Sheriff Rlechman today order- NO ANALINE COMING
ed the arrest of Charles Harson, conTAKE THAT, NICK!
Lodon, Sept. 18. The board of
Paris, Sept. 18. In a dispatch from ductor, and W. Stevenson, engineer trade refuses to permit the export of
Odessa the correspondent of the Havas of the freight train, and G. W. McCoy aniline oil to the United States, as reagency says the government press bu motorman, and J. L. Hunt, conductor quested by American manufacturers.
reau at Constantinople has forbidden of the street car on charges of man- Evidently Great Britain Is unable to
A coroner's
the use of the word Petrograd, the slaughter.
jury also produce more of the oil than is sufnew authoritative name of St. Peters- started an investigation of the wrtck. ficient for home use.
burg, and has ordered TurkiBh newspapers to call the Russian capital
Hank O'Day tried to sign Mike Mow-rty- ,
Duluih and Winnipeg put up a great
St. Petersburg.
recently released by the Pirates, battle for the Northern league pen
but Sir Michael's demand for 800 a nant, the Duluth team finally cinching
YOUTHS FOR MARS
week for the rest of the season crab- tho bunting the day before the close
Bordeaux,, Sept. 18, (via Paris).
bed the deal.
of the season.
A decree issued by the French government today permits the motner or
SERVIAN ARTILLERY IN CAMP
guardian of a youth of under 20 years
to act as a substitute for the absent
father In legally authorizing the young
man to volunteer for the war. In the
case o fthe death of the mother or the
guardian, the local magistrate may
authorize the enlistment. This decree
is designed to make !t possible for a
large number of ardent volunteers to
enlist Physically they are fit, but
they are under the legal age to join
the army.
Van-dervel-

com-pon-

y

re-su- it

ILLINOIS POLITICS
vnicago, sept. is. Democrats, re
publicans and progressives
today
listened to keynote speeches and
adopted platforms for the state cam
paigns.
In Springfield the democrats heard
th'j policies of the national administration lauded by Roger C. Sullivan, can
didate for United States senator from
Illinois and by Governor E. F. Dunne.
In Peoria the republicans heard the
policies of the party outlined by Sen
ator Borah.
The progressives, meeting In Cham
paign, planned to adopt a platform,
which, It was predicted, would advo
cate full woman's suffrage and the
cate full woman's suuffrage and the
cratic administration in bothI state and
nation.
AUSTRIAN

4'

Bring Your
Job Work

FLAG DISHONORED

London, Sept. 18. A dispatch to
the Exchange Telegraph company from
Milan says that Signors Marlnetl and
well known fututrist leadBELGIAN
VETERAN
TELLS OF oBccionls,
ers, have been imprisoned for organ
THE FIGHTING PRECEDING
demonstration
izing an
FALL OF LIEGE
during which, the Austrian flag was
New York, Sept 18, Paul Van De burned in one of the leading theaters
of Milan.
Velder of Dallas, Texas,, for 34 days
a lieutenant in the Belgian army and
a veteran of the battles of Haelen,
ARCHDUKE CARL STEPHEN
Huton, St Margaret, Tlrelemont and
the fighting before Liege, returned
home today on board the steamer
Cretic,
iMr. Van De Velde was visiting his
parents in Belgium when the war
Started fend he enlisted as a reservist
The' Belgians were seriously handiv
capped in the early fighting Dy artiL-lery that was Inferior to that of Ger
many. Mr. Van De Velde said:
guns were effective at only
about
the range of the Ger
mans.' The Belgians also had to
await the arrival of ammunition from
France after the fighting started. In
the early battles German aeroplanes
worked considerable havoc, especially
at night, but the powerful lights set
up in the forts removed the menace."
Mr. Van De Velde was released from,
the Belgian army, as were other volunteers from the United States, In
order that they might return to their
business.

to the

anti-Austri-

one-thir-

v

d

ORDER IS RESTORED
Washington, Sept. 18. General Villa
sent a message to President Wilson today denying that there was any fric
tion between him and other constitu'
tionalist leaders. The general tenor
was
16 assure the
of today's reports
ot'der was being restorpresident that
' '
-- ' ,;ed.
!

-

ftp

.-

Archduke Carl Stephen is in comthe .naval forces of Austria

mand of

.

it will

be

-

,

Taken Care of
with
Neatnessand
Accuracy
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UNCLAIMED LETTERS
Mall la received at tho local postof-fic- e
who
for many
seldom call for It. letters are now
held at the office for the following:
Ricardo Lobato, Jose A. Martinez,
Jose Sandoval, Manual Sena, CamlUo
Tcnorio, Guaadlupe Montoya. Juan
Gallegos, Venertto Herrera, Concepclon
Dominguez, Sostenes Montoya, Jesus
Lucero, Ceorge Trujillo. Jose Tapla,
Magdaleno Baca, Francisco Lucero,
. Cesario
Velasquez, Tomas A. Salas,
Fulogio Martinez, Francisco Montoya,
Francisco Martinez, Tranquillno Baca,
Tobias Vallegos, Manuel Trujillo, Rafael C. Sanchez, Francisco Garcia,
Lucero, Eligio Sanchez, Jose L.
Charles Rublo, Joso Martinez,
Carlos Trujillo, Herculana Baca, Leon
Baca, Antonio Conzalos, Luis Gallegos, Ignaclo Herrera, Francisco B.
Martinez, Tircio Baca, Pantaleon Mar
tinez, Marcos Mon'.oya, Estevan Mon
toya, Lane Almanzar, Daniel Roibal,
Marcelino Sena, Jose Garcia, Antonio
Quintana, E. Gonzales, B. Martinez,
F. Armiio, Manuel B. Martinez. Manuel
Bnertas, S. Ortega, Rczanio Ollvas,
FiJarlo Barela, Chrit Siilazar, Francis
co Bustos, Rafael A. Lucero, Neporauceno Sanchez, Adolfo Garcia, Modesto
Martinez, Donacio Maldonado, H.
R. Martinez, Placido Abeytia,
Trigos Tafoya, Nacino Apodaca, Miguel E .Sena, Vivian Baca, Albino Archuleta, Manuel Lopez, Hannel B.
Martinez, Pablo Aragon, Dionlclo Baca, Valenclo Martinez, Vivian Salazar,
Hilario Padilla, Encarnacion Gutierrez,
Strapio Lucero, Luis Gallegos, Candi-JTrujillo, Jose D. Duran, Felipe
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RTISEMENTS

For Salo

4

FRATERNAL

BROTHERHOOD

NO.

10CAL TIME CARD;

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo

cation first Monday In each
EViTiki month at Masonic TemDle
at 7:39 m' P- fi;
i n. p.; pr . w. biooq,Brinegar,
secre- - So.
No.
tary.

For Rent

yjv

'

4

A. F.

Five csnts per Una each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements
charged
will bs booked at space actually set I.
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
without regard to number of words.
4. Meets every
Monday erenlng at
Cash In advlnce preferred.
their hall on Sixth steet All visiting
brethren cordially lnrit&t to attend.
J. Frledenstlne, N. O.; A. T. Rogera,
V. O.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl
FOR
RENT Light
housekeeping Wert, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
Cemetery Trustee.
rooms. 414 Seventh street

FOR RENT Modern six room house,
furnace and range.
00

V

I,

M.

OF
KNIGHTS
COLUMBUS, COUI
CIL NO. 804. Meeu
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
oond and
turth Tbursday tn O. R. C. hall
j) KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
ular conclave second Tues-- Pioneer building
Visiting member
dey In each month at Ma are cordially invited HJchard Devlna,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. Q. K.t Frauk Ar.el P. 8
Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.

BY WAR

An,

LODGE NO.

102 Meets every Monday night la
Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
to 8 o'clock. Visiting members are corthird Thursday
earn month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Werts, president;
bittthers cordially in J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Bally,.
M.
vited, Guy
Cary. W. M., H. B. Van Treasurer.
Petten. Secretary.

avenue.

I

HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
OBTAINABLE ALWATS HANDLX9

A.

,

D

CAFF

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WANT

FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping
Are You Subject to Bilious Attacks?
rooms. 721 Fourth,
Persons who are subject to bilious
attacks will be interested in the ex FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for
711
perience of Mrs. Louise Shunke,
Sixth
light housekeeping.
Frankfort, N. Y., "About five years
6treet.
ago I suffered a great deal from indi
FOR RENT 3 room modern house,
gestion and biliousness," she says.
iurnished. 918 Douglas avenue.
began taking Chamberlain's Tablets
and they relieved mo at once.'' For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
FOR RENT Two room furnished
house. 921 Lincoln.
Catcher Roger Bresnahan sas been
coming through with some classy Btuff FOR RENT Three rooms for light
at second base for tho Cubs during
housekeeping; five room unfurnish
the absence of Bill Sweeney.
ed cottage. Inquire 1118 aNtional
BROKEN-HEARTE-

RESTAURANT

IST GOOD!

THM

Gre-gcr- lo

Lu-jr.-

LOBBY

No.
No.

4..

I..

II..

7:20
.11:64
1:25
1:35

.

No.
No.
No.
No.

p. o. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks" home on NlnO street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Wm.
Springer, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

1....

done.

Der

p. m
p m
a. m
p. m

7: 4S

I....
7....
I....

4:20
1:35

bv

11 : 6

p,

1:8
1:0

a

s
-

j.

Desart

l:Zi

1:10 p. m
1:35 a. m
p. m
p. m

a.

&

1:41
4:31

a

av

f.

sV

7:i
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For YOU!

a

l'hi$ elegant
r,,t

'

-- if you use
EMPRESS
FLOUP

tt t giving jou

a present for do
ing something
you 'd do ofiy
way when you
leam how Much

Meets second anc
fourth
Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. Tf. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard 1
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
L. O. O. MOOSE

B. LEWIS
Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p.
Residence Phone Main 384

Roger.'

fSsSliver Spoon
I

KNIGHT
AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. .Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome O. L. Freeman, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
1011
Montague Assistant Deputy,
Sixth street East Las Vegas, K. M.

Eeer EMPRESS
FLOUR rcalbU.
Made by GER-MAPROCESS

N

c

I

DR. ADELAIDE

M isceianeous
ruffling

i..

.

West Bound
Arrive

FOR SALE 100 head fat steers, 100
head good stock cattle, 10 head of MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
horses. F. J, Wesner, East Las VeLove
at O. R. C. hall, on the second
gas, New Mexico.
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
FOR SALE At closing out prices for 8 p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul; O.
two weeks only, surreys, buggies, Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Loharness, saddles, and entire equip cal Deputy. Visiting members are esment of Cooley's Barn.
pecially welcome and cordially Invited.

ACCORDEON pleated
Phone Main 367.

East Bound
Arrive

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
V
SPOON
IT 'S
PKNUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A k
STANDARD

SILVER

m.

PLATE
BEAUTIFUL

Wanted
"ivniiiu

young man
with good references, outdoor or
ranch work preferred. Apply Optic,

n 5!

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Koom l, center Block.
Office Phone
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 411

CAPT. VON HOLTZENDORFF

I

V;

A

I

NEW

'

APPOINTMENTS

banta Fe, SepL 18. Oeorgie E.
Brown has been commissioned post
master at Varney, N. M. Acting Gov
ernor E. C. de Baca today appointed
Esther N. Barton of Santa Fe, a not
ary public.
How's Thisr
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall sCatarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 01.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
his firm.
NATIONAL

BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Curs Is taken inter- ally, acting directly upon the blood

One of the famous sea captains who
assisting in carrying out Germany's

saval campaign.

and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.

Adv

,

v

FRENCH
1REY (STERLING) FINISH

'

EMPRESS

d

can be
tained in this city boa)

w

East Las Vegas,

ALL GROCERS

New Mexico.

RETAIL PRICES
t000 lbs, or

More,

Each Del very
Each Delivery
Each Delivery
Each Delivery
Eaon Delivery

to 2,000 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs.
60 lbs, to 20 lbs.
Lsss than 69 lbs,

1,000 lbs.,

Count Lichnowsky, German ambas
sador to England, leaving the foreign
office in London after the declaration
of war.

CO

Tears Practical Experience.
JONES
W. W. BOWERS

Attorney-at-La-

On Hot Sprinss boulevard
purse containing railroad pass and
bank book of J. R. Bryant. Return
to Optic. Liberal reward.

i' j

23
B. A.

s

GEO. H. HUNKER

LOST

C'::

i

Dy

Lost

.

;v

JONES-BOWER-

lte
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..25e

.M.w.M...ile
.M.

w4s
Ic

1N

per
per
per
per
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AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters,

Btorers, and Distributors

t Aatsral Ice.
Mads Las fefss
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Uuitlat Qualities ef Whiek Bare

tie

rvtf

rsasess

tsjf

FIND WHAT YOU WANT

WANT ADS
SELL WHAT YOU

DONT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out thu. people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth mosL
THB PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads la this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were a dvertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer tbe ads In this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instruments.
WANT ADS are Inexpensive,
FIED. Try them.

et results and EVERYBODY'S

SATIS-
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whom the demonstration
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ADDING

SLOW
CHICAGO YOUTH SHOWS
MARKABLE APTITUDE IN
FIGURES

RE-

Chicago, Sept. 17. Here is certainly
the swiftest boy ia the world. His
ntme is Arthur A. Gamble. The well
known and long established chained
lightning is a joke beside Arthur.
Just at present he is out in the University of California showing them all
up at the summer session. Psychologic, geometric, etc., sharks many times
his age are running around in circles
trying to catch hold of his agile mentality. They can figure everything
out but Arthur.
Young Gamble counts In figures
much like the harassed Mr. Rockefeller counts in dollar. For instance,
he told them the other day at a meeting of the psychology class that it had
been 4,351,464,001 seconds since the
pinning of the Declaration of Independence. Talked it off just like that.
Took him only 37 seconds.
The little task of multiplying 4,937
by 1,683 was performed In 29 seconds
and yielded the answer 8,393,121,
which, after agitating the cerebral convolutions of several ordinary mortals
fir about 15 fines 29, was found to
be correct
A race with an adding machine was
another stunt which didn't seem to
raise very much perspiration on the
Gamble brow. Dr. Warney Brown,
professor of psychology In the. Mills
Foundation at the university, before

lung Trouble Yielded

,

to This Medicine

,

and an expert adding machine operator a lis of figures all of four or more
to add. The Gamble think tank
net only beat the mechanical adder
tor a list of figures all of four or more
bor Brown the answer correct to the
la? digit.
"On what day did February 22, 1732
full?" the mathematical marvel was
asked. "Wednesday," came the reply
in almost less time than it takes to
write it. Thus George Washington
I ckered up his physiognomy for his
first Infantile wail on a Wednesday.
Little mental problems, such as extracting the cube foot of 175,616 and
dividing 254,916 by 876 Beem to come
to the "math shark" about as promptly
a id with as little disturbance of his
equanimity as the sum of 2 plug 2
do--to the ordinary individual. The
answtrn respectively were 56 and 291.
Professor i'.rown was unable to offer
any explanation of tue mathematical
H-- '
T.ro.Iis
merely gasped like eviry-heddi-si-

MACHINE L 00

A

,

was conduct

.

.

you are Buffering with Luii Trouble,
or If you know of some unfortunate per-o- d
so afflicted, would you take the
trouble of fully investigating a medicine
which baa brought about complete recovery In a number of very aerloua cases!
To Bckman'a Alterative, a remedy for
Throat and Lung Troubles, has been
credit of restoring health
Klven tbe fullest
number of cases. Read this:
large5323
Glrard Ave., Phlla., Pa.
In the winter of 1003 I
"Gentlemen:
had an attack of Grippe, followed by
Pneumonia, and later by Lung Trouble.
Id the winter of 1004 I had cough, night
fever and raised quantities of
sweats,
awful-lookinstuff and later I had many
hemorrhages; at one time three in three
successive days. Milk and eggs became
so distasteful I could keep nothing down.
Three physicians treated me. I was ordered to the mountains, but did not go.
Ki'kinan's Alterative was recommended
by a friend. After taking a small quansleep for
tity I had the first quiet night's
was marked
weeks.
My Improvement
from the tlrot. I gained strength and
weight and appetite. I never had another
hemorrhage and my cough gradually lessened until entirely gone. I am perfectly

If

$1

and

$2

y

Unlike most prodigies, Gamble
nice apseems to be a
sort
of
versatile
pearing,
chap very
much like the ordinary college man.
His father is a traveling salesman
end has shown no extraordinary mathematical capacity. His mother, however, is exceptlonlly rapid in calculating. Gamble has shown his unusual
power over numbers since he was five
years old. He Is now 21 and is a student at the University of Chicago.
LUMBERMEN

LOSE

because most of thse shipments
would be contraband, as all building
of homes in the war zone has "been
stopped, southern lumbermen foresee
a heavy loss in their Industry on account of the European war. Already
the shipment of 'umber fronT south
ern ports Is entirely paralyzed. Great
losses already have been sustained
through the seizure pf vessels which
were on the high seas when war was
declared, or through the cargoes diverted to points at which the timber
cannot readily be sold, because lum
ber intended for export to one conn-tr- y
is very seldom In such shape as
to be readily salable in another. In
actual figures the countries directly
or indirectly involved in war take
each year about 700,000,000 board feet
of American timber, of which about
650,000,000 feet Is southern
yellow
pine.
IS ECONOMICAL

land leases.

SOAP
Because of its refreshing fra-

grance, absolute purity and
delicate emollient
properties derived from
Cuticura Ointment.
skin-purifyi-

ng

Free by Mail
Samples
sad ointment sold

Cuttours Soap
throughout the
worldl Liberal sample ot each mailed free, with 32-- p.
book. Addrasi IX'uUcura." Dept. lltt, Boston.

$30

PER CAPUA

COST OF STATE

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
AND RETAIL

CONDON

Phonm

Mm

YEARS
FOR
TWO
DRAIN
A
HEAVY
PROVE
UPON TAXPAYERS

EXPENSES

Santa Fe, Sept. 18. Taxes collected
in New Mexico from the tax duplicates
for 1912 and 1913 the past two years
amount to the enormous total of $6,- 537,820.22. However, that is not all
cf the taxes that cane In, for many
thousands of dollars for previous
yesrs that had become delinquent
were collected. In addition, the state.
tha counties and municipalities have
otl.er sources of Income, so that it is
not far amlts to say that the govern
ment and its activities, not including
tho direct and indirect contributions
to the support of the federal government, have cost the taxpayers of the
tote almost n0,000,000 or about 130
for each min, woman and child the
past two vears. But as less than one
of every ten Inhabitant is a taxpay
er, the lurden falls much heavier or.
the actual taxpayers.
The railroads, for instance, contrid
of the tota taxv Income.
bute
Quite a nuumber of counties could not
exist financially were it not for the
taxes paid by the railroads. In fact,
the taxes paid by Interstate corporations alone would pay the expenses of
the state and if the proposed consti
tutional amendment is adopted, there
will be a serious effort to levy only
a state tax on corporations and to let
the other sources of revenue exclusively to the counties and municipalities.
Bernalillo county alone contributed
1594,864.05 thus far to the tax duplicate of the past two years. Santa Fe

ana
CAPITAL

PAID IN

SURPLUS
150, DC. M

1100,000.8

1. M. Cunningham,

Frank Springer,

Preside

it

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.

Vice-Preside-

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK
Office with

-

tht Sao

-

$30,000.00

Miguel National ftonk
. .
Tte

WM. Q. HATDOM.
H. W. KELLT
D.

W.

$355,-529.7-

one-fift-

315.10.

Seven counties are in the $100,000 to
$200,000 class: Guadalupe $191,527.63;
Roosevelt $176,826.07; Mora $163,846.-4Torrance
McKInley $150,070.79;
San Juan $135,737.51;
Sierra $100,600.24.

4;

GOVERNMENT

one-thir-

COAL AHD WOOD

H. W,

CUTICURA.

BY WAR

Memphis, Ttnn., Sept. IS Because
the export lumber trade from the
United States has been heavy and

ERVIEN

WHOLESALE

one-thir-

fls

Santa Fe, Sept. 18. Commissioner
of State Lands R. P. Ervlen today re
turned to the state treasury $26,623.33,
accumulated surplus of the amount allowed the state land office for Its expenditures. In other words, Land Com-

a bottle.

one-eight-

s

ANN1B P. LOTJGHRAN.
"(Affidavit)
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
Eckman'a Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat and Lung Affections,
KronchltlB, Bronchial Asthma, Stubborn
Colds and In upbuilding the system.
g
Contains no narcollcs, poisons or
missioner Ervlen, is one official who
Ask for booklet telling
drags.
.
Eckman
to
of recoveries, and write
does not use up the funds at his comPhiladelphia,
Pa., for eviLaboratory,
dence. For sale by all leading druggists
mand, but exercises the utmost econand B. O. Murpney and Red Cross omy, even though the law allows him
to use 20 per cent of the Income from
Drug company.

Price

YOUNEVEi
TIRE OF

county contributed 215.136.90 or less
as much, or for every dolthan one-hal-f
lar that Santa Fe county taxpayers
put up, Bernalillo county taxpayers
hud to put up $2.40. The Inequality
is still more striking as to Sandoval
county, which raised only $74,627.86,
h
or less than
of Bernalillo
county's contribution and less than
d
of Santa Fe county's quota.
Tpos county is still stingier, with a
total of $70,267.74. In other words
for every dollar that Taos taxpayers
put up, those of Bernalillo county put
up eight dollars and a half and those
of Santa Fe county three dollars and
a half.
There are only two other counties
that have put up more than half a
million dollars for those two years:
Chaves with $549,170.32 and Colfax
with $518,174.12.
There are only three counties that
have put up lesa than $100,000, Sandoval $74,627.86, Taos $70,267.74 and Rio
Airiba $97,370.97.
Grant county is in the $400,000 to
f00,000 class with $420,424.69. Three"
counties are in the $300,000 to $400,000
class: San Miguel which stands fifth
among the taxpaying counties with
$591,718.62; Dona Ana sixth
Eddy seventh $321,903.25 .
Nine counties paid in between $100,-00- 0
and $200,000, to which class Santa
Fe county belongs with $245,156.90 or
less than Luna county with
h
of the population and which contrib
uted $261,108.70. Socorro county did
a little better than Santa Fe with
while Quay collected
$247,042.02;
$239,459.19; Union $230,982.24; Lincoln
$224,219.14; Valencia $218,757.54; Ote
ro $212,152.30 and Curry with $203,- -

fretlflent

pret!dst

.TrNiiini

HOBKIN1

Interest PeJd On Deposits

' For a Weak Stomach
There are people right In this vicin
ity who find it necessary to be very
careful about what they eat as they
have weak stomachs. Many of them
would be very much benefited by the
same treatment that cured Mrs. Er
nest Pharo, of Beaver Dam, Ohli who
writes, "I had a weak stomacn and
for years certain food disagreed with
me. I would feel uncomfortable for
hours after eating. I lost weight and
became debilitated.
Then I began
taking Chamberlain's Tablets and the
promptness with which they benefited
me surprised both myself and my fam
ily. Tbey strengthened my digestion
nd in a short time I was sound and
well. ' For"saTeby"alV dealers. Adv.
A BRITISH WAR HERO
London, Sept. 18. General Sir

Hor
hero of
ace Lockwood
the historic retreat of the English
from Belgium, has long been known
b one of the best fighting officers
x the British army.
From his entry
into the Bervice In 1S76 down to and
through the Boar war, he saw almost
constant service in the field, extend
ing from Zululand to the northwest
frontier of India,
Educated at Harrow, he Joined when
13 years old the Sherwood Foresters.
At the disastrous battle of Isandula,
In 1879, he was one of the few offi
cers who, by his athletic powers as
sunner and swimmer, escaped the Zulu
warriors, and lived to take part in the
battle of Uuludi, when Cetewayo was
finally disposed of. He was mention
ed In dispatches, and since then hon
ors have fallen fast upon him.
n
was in the
General
Egyptian campaign of 1882, in which
year he raised and commanded a
corps of mounted infantry, and in
1S85, with his mounted infantry, did
Returning to
good work at Suakin.
Egypt in 1898, he took part in the
Nile expedition, and was present at
the battle of Khartoum, and In the
subsequent operations In the Soudan
In the Boer war General Smlth-Dor- In
rien was mainly instrumental
bringing about the capture of Cronje
and his army. By his attack upon
ths Boers on the Modder river, the
Gordons, the Canadians, and the royal
ensineers secured a strong position,
from which they enfiladed the enemy 8
trenches, ' and by preventing them
from drawing water, precipitated
Crcnje's surrender. He afterwards
crmmanded the lines of communlca
tion from Kroonstadt to Pretoria. His
work was three times mentioned in
('patches sue" his reword was 'he
queen's medal with four clasps and
promotion to major general for distin
guished service in the field.
Smith-Dorrie-

Smith-Dorrle-
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Dizzy Head, Fluttering
ing Speck

Heart, Float-

Those arn signs of kidney and bladder trouble. You'll have headaches
too, backaches and be tired all over.
Don't wait longer, but take Foley Kidney Pills at once. Your miserable
sick feeling will be gone. You will
sleep well, eat well and grow strong
and active again. Try them. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

One Way Colonist Excursions to

ALIFORM IA
ALBERTA,

INVESTIGATION IS COURTED
London, Sept. 18. In the house of
commons this afternoon Francis Dyke
Ackland, under secretary for foreign

affairs, stated that the British government had no objection to inquiry
being made with regard to the alleged
use of dum-dubullets and to reported atrocities. The government would
participate in such an inquiry, but as
to the suggestion that it should ask
the United States to set up a committee of inquiry he considered that
in favor of the reply reported to have
been given by President Wilson to
Germany, there was no use making
proposals to the United States on the
subject.

BRITISH

ARIZONA,

COLOMBIA, COLORADO,
OREGON, TEXAS,
AND WYOMING.

IDAHO, MEXICO, MONTANA, NEVADA,
SASKATCHEWAN,
UTAH, WASHINGTON

S30.00 m $37.75

m

Keeps Your Ltver Healthily Active
A man in Kentucky just told a
friend that Foley Cathartic Tablets
were the most wonderful medicine
that had entered his system. Said he
would not be without them. Neither
would you, if you had ever tried them.
A thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
chronic constipation or for an occasional purge. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
OPPOSE TAX
Washington, Sept. 18. House republicans decided today to have a
conference tomorrow night on the war
revenue bill. They oppose any war
tax and contend that the government
should retretch on expenditures.

Tickets on Sale Daily,

WHO BURNED GENERATOR?
Washington, Srpt. 18. Secretary
Daniels today directed a naval court
of inquiry to fix the responsibility for
the disabling of the Tuckerton Trans- tlantic wireless station. A burned out
generator put the big tower out of
commission. .The court sits at Tuck- erton, N. J.
,

Kept Down Quality Kept Up
No. better medicine could be made
for coughs, colds, croup, hoarseness,
tickling throat, bronchitis, etc., than
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
That's why they cant improve the
quality, and war or no war, the price
remains the same. No opiates. Don't
take substitutes, for Foley's Honey
and Tar is the best. O. Gv Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Cost

Daily Service
Unexcelled

I

LIBERAL STOP PRIVILEGES

OTHER SPECIAL RATES:
ATLANTA,

GA,,

and

return

of

Account

general

convention

$53.45
N.

MAXWELL,

M.,

of

the

SPRINGER,

N.

M.,

and return

Account of

Tickets on sale Sept

Pumpkin

M.

Account Colfax County

Tickets on sale Sept

Pair.

24, 25, 26.

and

Account Northern New
Mexlco

Fa,n

$5.35
M

18th, 1914.

Hmit

Sept

Final return

llmlt' Sept 28th 1914'

re urn

ALBUQUERQUE,

Final return

17.

16,

day- -

$3 .GO
RATON ' N '

return

Final

3, 4, S.

limit Oct 17th, 1914.

and Baked Squash

4t1Q

Tickets on Sale Oct

Churches of Christ

and return

REPUBLICANS

Don't Be Bothering With Coughing
Stop it with Foley's Honey and Tar
It spreads a soothing
Compound.
healing coating as It glides down the
throat, and tickling hoarseness, and
nervous hacking, are quickly healed.
Children love it tastes good and no
opiates. A man in Texas walked 15
miles to a drug store to get a bottle.
Best you can buy for croup and bronchial coughs. Try it Adv.

Through Tourist Sleeper

I

September 24th to October
8th, 1914.

Tickets on sale Sept.
to Oct 3. inclusive.
Final return limit Oct
29

ith-mi-

N.

Account Convention of

and return

National Sunday

$Qtf--

School of New Mexico,

-

Tickets on sale Sept.
to 30, inclusive. Fin- al return limit Oct. 3,
27

jgj

For other information call on D. L. Batchelor, Agent
NOTED AUTHOR

IS 87

Boston, Sept. 18. John T. Trowbridge, the well known author and
roet, observed his eighty-seventbirthday very quietly today at his
home in Arlington. Mr. Trowbridge
is still strong and active, and in excellent health.
Mr. Trowbridge Is the last survivor
of the famous Atlantic club and the
last one of the contributors to the first
issue of The Atlantic Monthly. In his
earlier years he enjoyed intimate relations with many great figures of the
gi eatest period in American literature,
among them Longfellow, Emerson,
Lowell, oHlmes and Walt Whitman,
Of the 50 or more books Mr. Trowbridge has written al lare alive, and
his boys' books had new editions each
year.
h

Joe Evers, the Dubuque second base
man and brother of Johnny Evers of
IN ILLINOIS
CONVENTIONS
the Braves, is reported seriously 111
Chicago, Sept. 18. In compliance
wSih malaria fever.
with the next election law in Illinois
the seevral political parties hold

their state conventions today to ratify
the results of the recent primaries an

1

formulate platforms on which to cduct the fall campaign. The repul i
cons meet In Peoria, the democrats in
Springfield and the progressives in
Champaign.
Little Girl Cured of a Cold
"Two years ago my little girl caught
a hard cold which went to her lungs
and she coughed almost constantly. I
got her a bottle of' Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. The beenficial effect of
this remedy was promptly demonstrat
ed and this one bottle cured her,"
writes Mrs. Lena' Kennedy, Hunting
ton, Ind. For sale by all dealers."
Adv.

George Davis, the Braves' youthful
pitcher, is a Harvard law school student. He formerly pitched for the?
Williams college nine and once had a
trial with the New York Yankees.

CITROLAX

Users say it is the ideal, perfect
laxative drink. Mi, J. Perkins, Green
Bay, Wis., says "I have used pills,
oils, salts, etc, but were all disagree
able and unsatisfactory. In Citrolax 1
have found the Ideal laxative drink."
For sick headache, sour stomach, lazy
liver, congested bowels, Citrolax is
ideal. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
More persons saw the two games of
the Braves and Giants in Boston on
lAbor day than attended all the games
played in the Hub in 1871, the first
year of professional baseball in Boston,
when the ttoal paid admissions numbered a few over 70,000.
A

Lame Back

TV

W'

Twill Be Ready
in a Minute

Kidney Trouble Causes

It

.

And It will give you even worse If
not 'checked.
Mrs. H. T. Straynge,
Gainesville, Ga., was fairly down on

her back with kidney trouble and in
flamed bladder. She says: "I took
Foley Kidney pills and now my back
is stronger than In years, and both
kidney and bladder troubles are en
tlrely gone." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

President Ebbets of the Brooklyn
Superbas has signed a pitcher by the
nf.me of Goodbred. With Wheat and
Goodbred in the Superbas' lineup and
Colic and Dlarrheoa Cured
No one who has used the prepara Ward's "Tip Tops" also located in
tion will doubt the statement of Mrs Brooklyn, all we can hand John Mc- Jciinie Brown. Logansport, Ind.. who Graw, is "You need a biscuit.''
writes, "Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
eNither the Braves or the Giants
and Diarrhoea Remedy has been used
are
of
and
very strong in the way of heavy
my
members
family
myself
by
for the past 20 years. For cramps clouters. Grant is the only Giant and
and siimmcr complaint it cannot be Cccnolly the only Brave who has been
btat." For sale by all dealers. Adv able to travel in the .300 set

sr1

.

As a matter of fact this wonderful little
disk stove is ready to cook in much less
than one minute from the instant you
turn the switch. And you can cook on
it practically anything you wish.
It is. Derhans. the most convenient
WW
and useful of the great variety of electri
cal cooking devices now within the reach of all, not
excepting those receiving the more modest incomes.

v

" Light House Keeping
as with a fairy wand
banishing
Age"
all the nuisances of smoke, soot, disagreeable odors, and
tiresome delays.
You cannot fully appreciate its many virtues until you
G-stoves
actually use it. Come in and cook on the fine little
we carry in stock and learn a lesson in real convenience.

It represents the genius of the
now opening to us

E

Las Vegas Lighf & Power Co.

UN

w
On Friday afternoons Dan Frank
AFTERNOON CLASSES
Carroon will give a course of lectures
on experimental and applied psycholmornings Miss
On Saturday
AT THE UNIVERSITY ogy.
Ptallman, the teacher of domestic
science, will give a demonstration of
beginning with canning fruit.
WILL
cookery,
LECTURES
INTERESTING
course
is open to the ladies of
This
BE GIVEN BY VARIOUS
if such is their wish a
aud
the
city,
INSTRUCTORS
In the science of housecourse
special
will
be
arranged for them.
keeping
Beginning next Monday
The commercial course at the unithe special afternoon courses at the! versity is meeting with excellent sucNormal University will be opened. cess, Is the report of President RobPresident Frank H. H. Roberts will erts. This applies both to the day
lecture at 4:30 o'clock on the "Ameri- and evening classes. The president
can Revolution of ISOO," and on suc- urges all who contemplate taking this
ceeding Mondays during the term will course to begin as early as possible,
give a series of talks on American as the classes already are under full
history. On Thursday afternoon at sway, and any who come In late will
the same time a course in English find It much more difficult to catch
literature will be given, probably on up.
the Elizabethan drama. If such is the
choice of the pupils. Also on ThursDe Wolf Hopper is to give "Trial
day afternoon, beginning next week,
a course In algebra especially arrang--- k.. TnriT " tw nilhert and Sullivan, at
for those who expect to teaoh the Greek theater in California next
month.
subject will be given.

LOCAL
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

S3GHT

FANCY SPRING

lean government to appoint such a
committee of inquiry. They would
naturally be afraid of annoying the
German government by so doing and
of imperilling that strict neutrality
which they desire to maintain in the
case of the Orman empire.
"We do not see, however, why the
French, British and Belgian govern
ments should not privately invite the
three American Jurists of high distinction to undertake the work of discovering whether the Germans have
t
respected and observed the
1S99
and
in
The
at
made
Hague
1907, and also those rules of civilized
warfare which generally are respected
by belligerents and to report whether
any infringements of these conventions and the rules have taken placa"

CHICKENS

65c and 75c

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Finch1! Golden Wedding Rye, aged
la wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At tbe Lobby, of course. Adv.

FRESH TOMATOES

afU-rnoo-

d

I

Fancy
Fresh

First of the Season

LA ROB ONES FOR FRYING

Small ONES FOR STEWING
Real Good

We have the only

Potatoes in the City.

8

STEARNS
Another
Drop in

STRICTLY FANCY STOCK

'

WIS
IKE
THE CASH GROCER
.

Adler Rochester's new Fall Suits
and Overcoats are ready for Inspection. Taichert'B Clothing Store. Adv.

3 lbs for 25c

Our entire line of wall paper. Including the varnished tiles, Meltons,
Oat Meals, Ingrains, and cut out borders, are on sale at 20 to BO per cent
off of our regular competition meeting prices. Coors dumber Co. Adv.

awe-mt-n-

VIRGINIA SWEET POTATOES

First shipment of fresh oysters Just
in at the Bismark. Open all night

MISSION

WOOL PRICES DROP
London, Sept. 18. A sale of Cape
of Good Hope and Natal sheepskins
was held today. There were 338,772
pelts offered but only 34,505 were sold.
The selection was a good one, but
the demand was poor and entirely
f ern the home trade. Prices for tEe
small quantity soon declined 1 to 2
pence per pound or from 15 to 50 per
cent. Short and damaged skins were
the weakest.

GRAPES

Adv.

Remember our coal and wood department. We are headquarters for fancy
screened lump, egg, and pea coal, and
specially prepared base burner coke;
also hard coal, all sizes. Coors Lumber Co. Adv.

50c per Basket
JOHN II. YORK

i

The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Memorial church will give an organ recital next Tuesday evining at the
home of Mrs. John Robbins, Watch
Saturday's optic for program. Adv..

THE
IN

ffBSfl

B
jar

ARE NOW OPEN.
703 Dovigla.s Avenue.
Day Phone Vegas
Night

114

Phone Main 143

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
H allot RaynoMs, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier

E. D. Reynolds. Vice

President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.
AS A MEMBER

Stales Federal

United

M

OF THE

Reserve Bank

We offer our patrons an especial
guarantee of benefit and security.

Birmingham, Ala., Sept. 18. Bloodhounds have been seni to Uvingston,
Ala., where nine persons were killed
is missing as a result
an another
of Alabama Great
of the derailing
Southern passenger train No. 2 early
Railroad officials believe a
today.

WAR

Interest PsIsJ on Time Deposits

(Continued from Page One)

case heretofore when the struggle
along the vast battleline in France
has been most acute, today the pub
lic interest, in Germany as well as in
France and England, has heen forced
switch had been tampered with and to content itself with the most meager
an effort will be made to trail the al- news of the progress of military op
erations. Experience has shown that
leged wreckers.
The engine was derailed at a switch. extended statements are .issued only
It swerved and crashed into a gondola after the retirement or temporary deloaded with slag, which was standing feat of one or the other.
The Information this morning seta
on a sidetrack. The mail and baggage
cars, two coaches and three sleepers forth laconically that the battle is
wire wrecked. Three other sleepers raging with great fierceness along the
whole front, which cKtends, roughly
remained on the track.
Four unidentified men, a baby and speaking, from the River Oise near
Four reel program tonight at the till UlilUGll UllCTU UCIU CJI IVIHC
Noyon, to the German fortress of
Mutual theater, 5 and 10 cents. Adv.
- Metz, but, barring a slight retirement
Inso
was
Joes
rifht, Engineer
badly
at certain
jured that he died at Meridian, Miss., of the German right wing
The Corbett Sanitary dairy is filling where he was taken with other injur- points, no decided advantage Is credits two bi
silos with ensilage ed on a relief train. Felix Martin, an ited to either side.
made from, corn raised upon ten acres express messenger, la
Presumably the efforts of the allies
missing. Twenhave been divided into three supreme
of land near its plant m the neighbor ty persons were Injured.
hood of the Prince stree t bridge. The
The train left Meridian Bhortly after struggles: First, to dislodge the Ger
corn grew to a height of eight feet, n.ldnight. Engineer Jones was said to mans from the heights of the Aisne;
and the eads, which were numerous, have been trying to make up lost second, to break through the fourth
fifth German armies at the cen- coma to complete maturity. The dairy time, when the train of six
sleepers, and
to
feed
of
have plenty
third, to outflank the German
expects
green
two day coaches and mail and bagtrage er;
for its stock all during the winter. cars struck the Klondyke switch. The right under General Von Kluck. The
of the fourth and fifth Ger
As an example of what can be done
engine crashed into a gondola and all position
man
New
is considered not so
use
in
silo
armies
the
of
Mexico,
the
by
but the last three sleepers were piled
as
remainder of the line,
the
the operations at the Corbett dairy up against a
strong
freight train.
are excellent The dairy has the disThe lits of known dead, as an- while if the flanking movement is
tinction of installing the first silos nounced at the offices here of the Ala- successful the railroad lines on which
the Germans depend would be cut
ever built in San Miguel county. They bama line:
Germans Lose 3,000 a Day
have been In ubc successfully for two
MARCELLUS HAZEL, York, Ala,
The
German losses are estimated at
years.
JACK RYAN, aged 70, home un
3,200 dally for the last fortnight. This
known.
totals more than 44,000 since Septem
R. H. E. JUNE, Dayton, Tenn.
GERMAN SHIPS HELD
ber 4. As the losses of the allies are
FELIX
HARDEN,
railway mail known to have been tremendous and
Sydney, Australia, Aug. 8 (By mail
to Associated Press). Australia fired clerk.
adding the terrible losseseuffered by
r
her first shot in the war this week to ELIZA SMITH,
old girl,
the Anstrians in Gallcla, some idea
Gulfport, Miss.
prevent the escape of German-ownemay begained of the extraordinary
vessels which were caught in Aus
ENGINEER JONES, Birmingham.
sacrifice of mea during these first
tralian ports. There was a wild
UNIDENTIFIED WHITE MAN, be
few weeks of the modern world's
scamper on the part, of nearly a score lieved to be C. T. Fallon, of Stone
greatest war.
of German boats to get away. While wall, Miss.
Peace Talk Resented
the chief North German Lloyd steamUNIDENTIFIED NEGRO WOMAN.
talk of peace seems to
Preliminary
er Seydlitz and three other German
be resented by the British
public
Linden
and
vessels, the Luneberg,
Whilo the pact recently signed by the
Ulma, succeeded in their flight, there
allies Insures concerted action, when
AMERICANS
are upward of a dozen German-owneIt comes, In the direction of peace on
steamers and sailing vessels which
their part, the dispatches from Wash
were held as prizes of war.
ASHED TO REPORT
ington relative to the attitude on peace
of Dr. von Bethmann Holleweg, the
BELGIANS VISIT SCHOOL
German chancellor, was conveyed
Washington, Sept 18. The Belgian ENGLISH PAPER SUGGESTS COM through the American ambassador at
commission which presented a petiBerlin together with dispatches from
MISSION INVESTIGATE GERtion to President Wilson protesting
Rome saying that Austria-HungardeMAN ATROCITIES
against alleged German atrocities,
sires peace, have aroused considera
having finished its mission in Washble discussion here, and editorial ar
IS. An
London,
by
ington, will return to Belgium after Anifrican Sept into the inquiry
ticles already have appeared saying
allegation
visiting Columbia, Harvard, the Uni- of German jurists
the rules of that peace on any terms is out of the
for
disregard
versity of Chicago and some other civilized
warfare is snggested by the question until what Is styled "the men
American universities.
Weekly Spectator in it3 current Issue, ace of German militarism" Is crushed.
The earlier impatience of the British
American
"Undoubtedly
jurists
for news from the front seems
public
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
would command most general confi
now to be more or les3 reconciled to
out
can"We
the
Carriage
Saturday morning. dence,''
Spectator says.
enforced necessity of awaiting
Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.
not ask President Wilson or the Amer-- th

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller Non-Skin

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for

need-

the auto.
ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP

.

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

TP

n
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Denmark I Neutral
While public opinion and the press
in Italy and Rumania are apparently
still la the dark as to the course these
nations will pursue as the struggle
continues, a semiofficial assurance
came from Denmark today from the
newspaper Politlken, that that country would remain firm In Its neutrality.
The paper says:
"Nothing can Induce us to change
the policy of neutrality which Denmark
has declared she will follow."

LOSS. OF NINE UVES

ALABAMA

Many cases of petty vandalism of
an unusual character nave Dten; reported lately, iu which automobile
owners are sufferers.
Many globes
have been stolen out of the headlights
of autos, while the machines have
been standing peacefully and in a law
abiding position at the curb awaiting
the return of the owners from the
theaters. One irate citizen reported
this morning that the theft of his
lights last night made the second of
fense against him in two weeks, and
his wrath was mighty near the ex
ploding point as he told the story.

.

Nat Goodwin is to appear this season in a play called "The Bohemian,"
by Jack La it.

WRECKERS CAUSE

Mrs, E. L. Bradford, a well known
singer of Albuquerque, will take part
ARE ON
n the musicale of St. Paul's Guild on BLOODHOUNDS
SUSPECTS
OF
TRAIL
Tuesday evening. Adv.

Series No. 30 of "Our Mutual Girl"
tonight only. Mutual Theater. Adv.

tbq official bulletins given out by the
press bureaus. Dispatches from Berlin say that the German public has
teen without actual news of the situa
tion In the western area of the war for
two weeks.
There was nothing today to Indicate
a change in the situation in the east
ern zone. Presumably the armies of
Austria are still trying to unite at
Ciacow, while the Russian army under
General Rennenkamp is holding the
Germans at bay along the frontier of
Poland.

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

Written GuaranteeJ

five-yea-

Page Furniture & Undertaking Co.
507 Sixth St.
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when good results are cer
tain. Try baking with our
flour and after the first trial
you'll be so sure of good
bread, cake or pastry that
you'll no longer regard baking as a task but as a pleasure. Order a sack today.
We guarantee every sack
to give satisfaction or give
your money back.
ASK YOUR GROCER

Las Vegas Roller Mills

d

tbe Home of tbe Best of Everything Eatable

Potatoes per 100 lbs S2.00
Potatoes per 50 lbs 1.10
Potatoes per 25 lbs 65c

30
o More Lijjht for Less Money
Q
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COLUMBIA

Watt
20 Watt
25 Watt
40 Watt

O

ft
3

1

60

30c
30c
30c

100 Watt
150
250

or Dye
your old

Watt
Watt

Q
O

Prompt Delivery
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Everything in Hardware and Furniture
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Clean

Watt .

30c

rhone Main J79
'

LET US

INCANDESCENT
LAMPS ARE THE BEST MAZDA
LAMPS MADE. PRICES GUARANTEED

15

Q

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD C0.ST0RE

refunded.

Agents for The Ford
UN

y

Peaches Extras per box $1.00
I

the price declines the
buyer will have the
amount of the decl'ne
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goes with every car to
the effect that: IF
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We Are Still Doing Business I

(.

ess

We desire to announce that the tearing
down of our store front will not cause
us to suspend business in any way, in

neither the Furniture nor Undertaking
department and all business will be
given prompt and careful attention

Garments.

M

CAN PLEASE YOU

Las Verjas

Steam Laundry

J.

C.

& Son
Johnsen Ave.

623-62- 5

Douglas

r

